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FRANCISZEK PRZETACZNIK*

The Protection of Foreign Officials
in the United States Code
The object of this study is the analysis of the Act for the Protection of Foreign
Officials and Official Guests of the United States of October 24, 1972 amending
title 18 of the United States Code, to provide for expanded protection of foreign
officials,' in light of international law.
General Considerations
The question of special protection for foreign officials, and in particular for
diplomatic agents in the receiving state is now very topical in connection with
many cases of kidnapping of diplomatic agents and even their assassination by
private persons. 2 This is now a worldwide problem. Having this in mind, J.
Reston states that "the only place where an American ambassador is reasonably
3
safe these days is in the major Communist capitals of the world." Since
kidnapping and other crimes against foreign officials constitute serious threats
to the normal conduct of international relations, it is in the interest of all states
that their officials abroad should be afforded by the receiving or host state
appropriate protection. This is a situation, which was expressed in the
well-known dictum of E. de Vattel that "whoever offers any violence to an
Ambassador or another public Minister, not only affronts the sovereign he
represents, but also hurts the common safety and well-being of nations; he is
guilty of a crime against the whole world."" The Vattelian concept of the
*Degree in Law, Jagellonean University, Cracow; LL.M., University of Warsaw; Diploma in
Political Sciences, Centre Europien Universitaire, Nancy; Doctor of Juridical Sciences, Adam
Mickiewicz University, Poznan. Formerly Senior Legal Adviser, Head of the Section of the United
Nations and Head of the Section of International Public Law at the Polish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs as well as Human Rights Officer at the Division of Human Rights of the Secretariat of the
United Nations. Member, American Society of International Law's Panels on the Protection of
Diplomats and on International Responsibility of States.
'Public Law 92-539, 92d Congress, House of Representatives 15883,-October 24, 1972.
2
N. M. Poulantzas, Some Problems of International Law Connected with Urban Guerrilla
Warfare: The KidnappingofMembers of DiplomaticMissions, ConsularOffices and OtherForeign
Personnel, 3 ANNAES o'ETUDES INTERNATIONALES 137, 1972; F. PRZETACZNIK, PERSONAL
INVIOLABILITY OF DIPLOMATIc AGENT, in Polish, 102, Warsaw 1970; J. Sztucki, Some Reflections
on the Von Spreti Case, 40 NoRDISK TIDSSKRIFr FOR INTERNATIONAL RET, Acta Scandinavica Juris

Gentium 15, No. 1-4, 1970.
3
J. Reston, Anarchy of Diplomacy, New York Times, March 21, 1973, at 45.
'E. DE VArEL, THE LAW OF NATIONS, a. Chitty trans.), Philadelphia 1859; cf. also 1 A.
WICQUEFORT, L'AMBASSADEUR ET SES FONCTIONS 10, 1720.
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protection of officials of foreign states' reflected the existing principles of
international law.
Pursuant to these principles, which have been confirmed by long practice,6
the state, by agreeing to receive foreign officials, assumes obligations concerning
the treatment to be afforded them, and is bound to extend to them adequate
protection. 7 One of the obligations' of the receiving or host state toward foreign
officials is the duty to take all appropriate steps to prevent any violation of their
inviolability by private persons. This duty of the receiving state, which is
recognized by the doctrine of international law9 and established by the practice
of states,' 0 is reflected in article 14 of the Havana Convention on Diplomatic
Officers of 1928," in article 29 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations of 1961,12 in article 40 of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations of 1963," in article 29 of the Convention on Special Missions of 1969,' in
articles 1 and 8 of the Convention to Prevent and Punish the Acts of Terrorism
Taking the Form of Crimes against Persons and Related Extortion that are of

f.'
Respublica v. De Longchamps, 1784,4 Dall. 117; United States v. Liddle, 1808, Fed. Cas. No.
15,598; United States v. Hand, 1810, Fed. Cas. No. 15,297; United States v. Ortega, 1825, Fed. Cas.
No. 15,971.
'Cf the dictum of House of Lords in Engelke v. Musmann case on July 18, 1928 on appeal from
the English Court of Appeal, AD, 1927-1928, at 363; the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit, in Farnsworth v. Zerbst, Warden case, AD, 1938-1970, at 431.
F. Przetacznik, SpecialProtection of DiplomaticAgents, 50 REVUE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL,
DE SCIENCES DIPLOMATIQUES ET POLITIQUES

270, No. 4, 1972.

'C. Hurst, Les immunit~s diplomatiques, 12 RCADI 125,126, 1926, II; F. Przetacznik, Les
Pouvoirs Dicouland pour l'Etat Accreditaire de L'invoilabilitdPersonnelle de l'Agent
Diplomatique, 17 McGILL LAW JOURNAL 362, 364, No. 2, 1971; supra note 2, at 72 and 80.
'S.BAsrID, Dsorr DES GENs 273, Paris 1956-57; PH. CAHiER, LA DRorr DIPLOMATIoUE CON
TEMPORAIN 228, Geneve 1964; M. Giuliano, Les Relations Diplomatiques, 110 RCADI 125, 1960,
II; W. L. GOULD, AN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL LAW 268, New York 1957; C. Hurst,
supra note 8, at 124; 2 D.P. O'CONNELL, INTERNATIONAL LAW 964, London 1965; 1 L.
OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW 789, London 1967; E. SATOW, A GUIDE TO DIPLOMATIC
PRACTICE 177, London 1957; G. H. Stuart, De Droitet laPratiqueDiplomatique et Consulaire,48
RCADI 511, 1934, 11; 7 M.M. WHITEMAN, DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 131, Washington 1970;
C.E. WILSON, DIPLOMATIC PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES 47, Tucson 1967; G.G. WILSON,
INTERNATIONAL LAW 183, New York 1935.

1°Cf.

HARVARD LAW SCHOOL RESEARCH IN INTERNATIONAL

LAW,

DRAFT CONVENTION

ON

DIPLOMATIC PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES 90, Cambridge Mass., 1932; A.CH. Kiss, RgPERTOIRE
DE LA PRATIQUE FRANCAISE EN MATIERE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC 292, Paris 1965; 7 C.
PARRY, BRITISH DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 700, London 1965; F. Przetacznik, supra note 2,

at 13 and 85; C.E. WILSON, supra note 9, at 51.
"United Nations Legislative Series, Laws and Regulations regarding Diplomatic and Consular
Privileges and Immunities, Doc. ST/LEG/SER.B/7, at 421.
"United Nations Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities, Vienna-2 March-14
April 1961, Official Records, Annexes, Final Act, Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations.... Vol. II, Doc. A/CONF.20/14 Add.1, at 85.
"Conference des Nations Unies sur les relations consulaires, Vienne-4 Mars-22 Avril 1963,
Documents Officiels, Annexes, Convention de Vienne sur les Relations Consulaires, Acte
final.... Vol. II, Doc, A/CONF.25/16 Add.1, at 186.
"UNITED NATIONS JURIDICAL YEARBOOK 1969, at 132.
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16
International Significance of 1971,'1 and in other international conventions.
The Vienna Conventions and the Convention on Special Missions formulate
the duty of the receiving state concerning the protection of foreign officials in a
categorical manner, stating that the receiving state "shall take all appropriate
17
Since
steps to prevent any attack on their persons, freedom or dignity."
the
conventions,
these
to
preambles
of
the
according to respective paragraphs
purpose of the personal inviolability of officials of foreign states is to ensure the
8
efficient performance of their functions representing States. Having regard to
this duty of the receiving state the Acting Secretary of State J. N. Irwin II stated
that "international law has recognized that states have a special responsibility to
treat the representatives of foreign states with due respect and to take all
9
appropriate steps to prevent any attack on their persons, freedom or dignity."
Since, as indicated by W. Roger, Secretary of State, all nations, regardless of
ideology or political system, have a common interest in effective international
measures to combat crimes against diplomatic agents and other foreign
officials.20
The Convention to Prevent and Punish the Acts of Terrorism Taking the
Form of Crimes against Persons and Related Extortion that are of International
Significance establishes a general obligation to cooperate between the
contracting states to prevent kidnapping, murder, and other assaults against
foreign officials. Pursuant to article 1 of this convention "The contracting states
undertake to cooperate among themselves by all the measures that they consider
effective, under their own laws, and especially those established in this
convention, to prevent and punish acts of terrorism, especially kidnapping,
murder, and other assaults against the life or physical integrity of those persons
to whom the state has the duty according to international law to give special
protection, as well as extortion with those crimes."'" Article 8 of this convention

"Convention to Prevent and Punish the Acts of Terrorism Taking the Form of Crimes against
Persons and Related Extortion that are of International Significance, E. Rept. 92-D, at 9; 65
A.J.I.L. 898, 900, No. 5, 1971; R. Brach, The Inter-American Convention on the Kidnapping of
Diplomats, 10 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 393, 1971; F. Przetacznik, Convention on the Special
Protection of Officials of Foreign States and InternationalOrganizations, REvuE BELGE DE DRoIT
INTERNATIONAL

461, No. 2, 1973.

"Inter alia, the following Conventions: Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations of 1946, 1 UNTS 15; Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized
Agencies of 1947, 33 UNTS 261; Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the Organization of
American States of 1949, Pan American Union, Law and Treaty Series, No. 31, at 8; Headquarters
Agreement between the United States and the United Nations of 1947, U.S. TIAS 1676; 61 Stat.
3416; 11 UNTS 11; cf. also The International Organizations Immunities Act, approved December
29, 1945, Public Law 291, 79th Congress, 1st Sess.; C.W. JENKS, INTERNATIONAL IMMUNITIES 46,
85, 111, London 1961; 9 M.M. WHITEMAN, supra note 9, at 32-188.
"500 UNTS 110.
"1500 UNTS 95; 596 UNTS 261; UNJY, supra note 14, at 125.
"Ex. Rept. 92-D, at 3.
"'Third Special Session of the OAS, held at Washington, January 25 to February 2, 1971, 64
Bulletin, Department of State, No. 1652, February 22, 1971, at 229.
"Ex. Rept. 92-D, at 9.
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set forth also certain obligations of cooperation accepted by the contracting
states to prevent the crimes specified in the convention. Thence they agree: (1) to
take all measures within their power, in conformity with their laws, to prevent
and impede the preparation in their respective territories of such crimes that are
to be carried out in the territory of another contracting state; and (2) to endeavor
to have the criminal acts contemplated in this convention included in their penal
laws, if not already so included."
It should be observed in this connection that the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected
Persons, including Diplomatic Agents, adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on December 14, 1973, commits in article 4 on the states party
the duty to cooperate in the prevention of the specified crimes against
internationally protected persons by: (1) taking all practicable measures to
prevent preparations in their respective territories for the commission of those
crimes within or outside their territories; and (2) exchanging information and
co-ordinating the taking of administrative and other measures as appropriate to
prevent the commission of those crimes.2 3 This provision was inspired by article
6 of the Working Paper on the Protection and Inviolability of Diplomatic
Agents and Other Persons Entitled to Special Protection under International
Law, prepared by R. D. Kearney for the Twenty-Fourth Session of the International Law Commission. 4 Since the internationally protected persons are the
instrumentalities of states for conducting relations among nations, therefore the
matter of the prevention of the commission of such crimes by the states is of
great importance. Accordingly under this provision the state party should take
measures for prevention of crimes against internationally protected persons not
only within its own territory, but also in the territory of another state.
In article 2 of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment the
following acts shall be made by each state party a crime under its internal law:
(1) a murder, kidnapping or other attack upon the person or liberty of an internationally protected person; (2) a violent attack upon the official premises, the
private accommodation or the means of transport' 5 of an internationally protected person likely to endanger his person or liberty; (3) a threat to commit any
such attack; (4) an attempt to commit any such attack; and (5) an act
constituting participation as an accomplice in any such attack. 6 It is to be
noted that according to paragragh 2 of this article "Each state party shall make
"Id., at 10-11.

"Report of the International Law Commission on the Work of its Twenty-Fourth Session, 2
May-7 July 1972, Doc. A/8710/Rev. 1, at 95.
"Doc. A/CN.4/L. 182; YEARBOOK OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION, 1972, Vol. II.
"Article 22, paragraph 3, of the Vienna Diplomatic Convention, 500 UNTS 108; article 31,
paragraph 3, of the Vienna Consular Convention, 596 UNTS 228; and article 25, paragraph 3, of the
Convention on Special Missions, UNJY, supra note 14, at 131.
26
UNGA, Twenty-Eighth Session, A/RES/3166/XXVIII, February 5, 1974, at 4.
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these crimes punishable by appropriate penalties which take into account their
grave nature." 27 It is doubtless true that the proposition of the International
Law Commission,2 8 which found expression in article 1, paraghaph 1 of this
convention, that the acts enumerated in this article shall be made by each state
party a crime under its internal law because that will ensure that every state
would regard acts of this nature as crimes if they are committed within or
outside of its territory, would have served a very useful purpose.
It follows from what has been stated above that the duty of the receiving state
to afford a special protection to foreign officials derives from contemporary
international law. A precise definition of a special protection to foreign officials
has not yet been agreed upon in any international agreement.29 In our opinion a
special protection means the protection owed to foreign officials which exceeds
that due to aliens who sojourn in the territory of the receiving state, because
such a state is under a duty to take all appropriate steps to prevent and impede
any offense, injury or violence against the inviolability of those foreign
officials.3" Appropriateness of measures for the protection of foreign officials
varies considerably from place to place. The type of protection required in a city
with a high rate of violent crimes" or with existing terrorist groups would be
much more extensive than in a city where these elements are absent.3" What
constituted appropriate steps might be judged only in relation to circumstances.
Since it is the duty of the receiving state to take appropriate steps of protection
for foreign officials it is obvious that it is that state which decides on appropriateness of the measures to be taken.33
It is obvious that the manner in which a state exercises its duty in this respect
may be challenged by the sending state if such measures were not effective. In
such a case the receiving state bears international responsibility for non-fulfillment of its duty of protection for foreign officials. 34 In this context, it must be
observed that in the light of article 29 of the Vienna Diplomatic Convention
and article 29 of the Convention on Special Missions it may be validly
maintained that every step which prevented any attack on the persons, freedom
"Id. at 4.
2
Report, supra note 23, at 94.
'IF. Przetacznik, supra note 15, at 460.
'OF. PRZETACZNIK, supra note 2, at 85, and note 7, at 277.
" R. GENET, TRAITE DE DIPLOMATIE ET DE DROIT DiPLOMATIQUE 525, Paris 1931; F.
Przetacznik, supra note 8, at 400.
"Report, supra note 23, at 96.
"This conclusion to be drawn from the fact that the Havana Convention on Diplomatic Officers
of 1928 and the Vienna Diplomatic and Consular Conventions of 1961 and 1963 as well as the
Convention on Special Missions did not elaborate on any specific measures of special protection.
1"C. Eagleton, The Responsibility of the State for the Protection of Foreign Officials, 19 AJ.l.L.
293, 1925; A. KLAFKOWSKI, INTERNATIONAL PUBLIc LAW (in Polish), 95, Warsaw 1964; F.
Przetacznik, InternationalResponsibility of the State for Moral and PoliticalInjuries Caused to
Another State (in Polish), PANSTWO I PRAWO (STATE AND LAW) 807, No. 5-6, 1965; M. WATERS,
THE AD Hoc DIPLOMAT 86, The Hague 1963.
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or dignity of officials of foreign states was an appropriate step in the meaning of
those conventions. It should be noted that the special protection under international law not only implies safety of internationally protected persons but also
includes inflicting of severe punishment for offenders. 3" Many writers dealing
with this question maintain that a special protection due to foreign officials
must find its expression not only in the necessary police measures for the
prevention of offenses against their inviolability, but also in especially severe
punishment for offenders.
Long ago C. Bynkershoek, discussing the special protection of diplomatic
agents, stated that "... . it lies in the fact that a more severe penalty is inflicted
on those who mistreat ambassadors .. ."36 The authors of the Harvard Draft
Convention on Diplomatic Privileges and Immunities of 1932 have written in
their comment to its article 17 that "The recognized public character of a
member of a mission and the circumstances in which he is present in its territory
entail upon the receiving state a corresponding duty of special vigilance on his
behalf, and it has been claimed to involve a duty on the part of the receiving
state to repress with special severity all offenses against their personal security,
dignity, and reputation."37 As regards this aspect of special protection for
foreign officials it should be observed that very effective means of the
implementation of this protection in practice is the enactment by states in their
municipal legislation providing adequate punishment for offenses committed
against internationally protected persons.
Implementation of a Special Protection
The question that has to be asked is whether pursuant to international law
states are obliged to enact laws providing special punishment for offenses
committed against internationally protected persons in their municipal
legislation. With regard to this question article 3 of a resolution of the Institute
of International Law on Diplomatic Privileges and Immunities of 1895 provides
that the government of the receiving state is required to protect diplomatic
agents "by unusually severe penalties, from all offense, injury, or violence on the
'
part of the inhabitants of the country."38
The same principle is expressed in
article 20 of a project of American Institute of International Law on Diplomatic
3

R.

GENET,

supra note 31, at 526; P. GouI,

L'immunit& de l'Agent Diplomatique, 1

Ris'arromi DE Daorr INTERNATIONAL, publi6 par A. De Lapradelle et J. P. Niboyet, 229, Paris
1929; F.D. MEDINA, NOCIONES DE DERECHO INTERNACIONAL MODERNO 297, Paris 1960; L.
OPPENHEIM, supra note 9, at 789; 2 P. PRADIER-FODR,
COURS DE DROIT DIPLOMATIQUE 15,

Paris 1899.
3

C. Bynkerhoek, De Foro Legatorum Tam in Causa Civili, Quam Criminali Liber Singularis,
(G.J. Laing trans.), THE CLASSICS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, (J.B. Scott, ed.) 27, New York, reprinted
1964.

"H.L.S.R., supra note 10, at 94.
8A.I.D.I., 1895-1896, at 240.
3
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Agents of 1925, which stipulates that the receiving states should protect diplomatic agents "by establishing in their laws special sanctions with regard to
offenses, injuries or violence committed against them." 3 9 The same idea was
reflected in article 127 of E. Pessoa's Draft Code of International Public Law, 0
in article 2 of the Rome Draft Convention on the Protection of the Officials of
Foreign States, prepared by Western European states,"' in article 7 of the
Working Paper, prepared by R. D. Kearney,4 and in above mentioned article
43
2, paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment.
In the doctrine of international law several authors affirm that the receiving
state has the duty to protect diplomatic agents and other internationally
protected persons by special penal legislation. In the view of V. Dietrich the
inviolability of a diplomatic agent imposes upon the receiving state the duty to
protect him "by especially severe penal legislation" against any offense or
violation on the part of private persons." Similarly F. Liszt affirms that the
inviolability of the diplomatic agent obligates the receiving State to afford him
an increased protection and to subject offenses committed against the
diplomatic agent to especially severe punishment. "sIn the opinion of M. Sibert,
diplomatic agents are entitled under their inviolability to require that the
receiving state protect them by adequate legal means, i.e., special penal
legislation.46 It is also to be noted that E. A. Korovin indicated the necessity of
the establishment of the special responsibility for all kinds of offenses
committed against internationally protected persons not only in municipal
legislations of states, but also in the way of international agreement." 7
It should also be observed that this duty of the receiving state towards
internationally protected persons is emphasized by some contemporary writers.
U. Menon asserts that the municipal legislation of each state should contain
provisions providing severe punishment for offenses committed against
internationally protected persons. ' J. Sztucki, discussing the question of
kidnapping of internationally protected persons, suggests that "states should be
obligated to adopt certain legislative measures on national level with respect to
attacks on persons enjoying inviolability under international law. Such
"H.L.S.R., supra note 10, at 170.
1°E. PESSOA, PROJECTO DE CODIGO DE DIRITO INTERNACIONAL PUBLICO, Rio de Janeiro 1911.
"Report, supra note 23, at 114.
4'Doc. A/CN.4/L. 182.
4'Doc.
A/RES/3166, supra note 26, at 4. Cf also article 2, paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Draft
Articles on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Diplomatic Agents and Other
Internationally Protected Persons, Report, supra note 23, at 94.
'V. DIETRICH, DE L'INVIOLABILITE ET DE L'EXEMPTION DE JURISDICTION DES AGENTS
DIPLOMATIQUES ET CONSULAIRES EN PAYS DE CHRETIENTE, 46, Paris, 1894.

'IF. LISZT, MANUAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAw (in Polish) 154, Cracow 1906.
"2 M. SIBERT, TRAITi DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC 24, Paris 1951.
'E.A. Korovin, Responsibility of a State for Offenses Committed in its Territory Against
Diplomatic Agents (in Russian), REVOLUTIONARY LEGISLATION 41, No. 11-12, 1926.
41U. MENON, INTERNATIONAL LAW 191, Madras 1953.
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measures might include, i.e., definition of such acts together with special
provisions for the punishment of such offences; general provisions to the effect
that the common offences against life, health, personal freedom, etc., would be
more severely punished if perpetrated against persons enjoying inviolability
under international law." 9 It is worthy of note that R. D. Kearney, chairman of
the Twenty-Fourth Session of the International Law Commission, commenting
on its works stated that "Possibly the most important feature of article 2 (of the
Draft articles of the International Law Commission F.P.) is the requirement that
the described offenses be made crimes punishable under the law of each state
party regardless of where the crime is committed." '
However, it was also maintained inter alia, by the following authors, J.
Benezet, Ph. Cahier, M. Hardy, C. Hurst and D. B. Levin 5" that the receiving
state is under no obligation to enact in its municipal legislation provisions
providing special punishment for offenses committed against diplomatic agents
and other internationally protected persons. In the opinion of these authors the
crux of the matter is that perpetrators guilty of violation of personal inviolability
of diplomatic agents must be brought to justice and punished for offenses
committed against such agents. They, however, recognize that the existence in
the municipal legislation of the receiving state of the provisions for special penal
sanctions for offenses against diplomatic agents and other internationally
protected persons, from a legal viewpoint would certainly facilitate the
fulfillment of the duty to punish severely the perpetrators of such offenses. Since
according to the principles of international law the receiving state is obliged to
punish adequately the diplomatic agents and other internationally protected
persons and if it fails to do so it bears international responsibility.5"
Having regard to the importance of this question, the authors of the
Convention to Prevent and Punish the Acts of Terrorism taking the Form of
Crimes against Persons and Related Extortion that are of International
Significance and the Draft articles on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes
against Diplomatic Agents and Other Internationally Protected Persons set
forth in this respect a new principle of international law. Pursuant to articles 1
and 8, paragraph d of the first instrument and article 2, paragraph 1, the state
should have in its municipal legislation special provisions providing adequate
punishment for offenses committed against diplomatic agents and other
4
J.
0

Sztucki, supra note 2, at 39.
' R.D. Kearney, The Twenty-Fourth Session of the InternationalLaw Commission, 67 A.M.I.L.
89, 1973.
11J. BENEZET, ETUDE THiORIQUE SUR LES IMMUNITES DIPLOMATIQUES 28, Toulouse 1901; PH.
CAHIER,supra note 9, at 231; M. HARDY,MODERN DIPLOMATIC L.&w 52, Manchester 1968 1968; C.
Hurst, supra note 8, at 181; D.B. LEVIN, DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY (in Russian) 311, Moscow 1949.
"Cf. supra note 34; F. Przetacznik, La Protection des Repr~sentants Officiels de Etats Etrangers
dans le Code PenalPolanais,REVUE DE SCIENCES CRIMINELLES ET DE DROIT PiNAL COMPAR 89,

No. 1, 1972.
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internationally protected persons. Consequently the contracting states are
obliged to have in their municipal legislation the provisions concerning the
punishment of crimes specified in the mentioned conventions. According to the
basic principle of international law the contracting states have the duty to make
their municipal law conform to the provisions of international convention to
which they are party. 3
In this respect, the Acting Secretary of State, J. N. Irwin II explained that
"Although no legislation would be necessary to implement these provisions in
the United States, the executive branch is considering further legislation
relating to kidnapping and other crimes directed against foreign officials in this
country that will help the federal government to meet its responsibilities under
international law for the protection of these persons. '" ' At the same time he
stated that the Congress will be asked to enact legislation extending the
jurisdiction of the federal courts in order to implement the provision of article
55s of this convention. Consequently, the Department of Justice and the
Department of State sent to Congress, on August 5, 1971, proposed legisl~ition
to provide expanded protection against attacks on U.S. and foreign officials and
their families. The Attorney General of the United States and Secretary of State
said in a letter accompanying the legislation that threats by militant activists
and terrorists against foreign diplomats and officials have caused grave concern
to their departments. 6
The letter indicated that a review of federal resources available to meet these
threats discloses "alarming omissions and inconsistencies in existing federal
criminal jurisdiction over such matter." Correction of these deficiencies, the
letter said, should not await occurrence of a tragedy. 7 The letter further
emphasized that "the provisions of the proposed legislation for increased
protection of foreign officials will permit direct discharge by the United States
of its international obligations as a host country." 8 In the Statement of
Findings and Declaration of Policy contained in the Act for the Protection of
Foreign Officials and Official Guests of the United States "The Congress [of the
United States] finds .... that harassment, intimidation, obstruction, coercion,
and acts of violence committed against foreign officials or their family members
"Ex. Rept. 92-D, at 9 and 11; Report, supra note 23, at 94-95.
"Ex. Rept. 92-D, at 7.
"Article 5 of the OAS Convention requires a contracting state, if it withholds surrender of a
fugitive charged or convicted of an offense specified in article 2 (kidnapping, murder, and other
assaults against the life or personal integrity of those persons to whom the state has the duty to give
special protection according to international law) because of some other legal impediment,
to submit the case it its competent authority. Id., at 9 and 10. The same concept is included in
article 7 of the Convention on the Protection and Punishment, Doc. A/RES/3166, supra note
26, at 6.
"Ex. Rept. 92-D, at 6.
"65 Bulletin, Department of State, No. 1680, September 6, 1971, at 268.
"Id.
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in the United States or against official guests of the United States adversely
affects the foreign relations of the United States. Accordingly, this legislation is
intended to afford the United States jurisdiction concurrent with that of the
several states to proceed against those who by acts interfere with its conduct of
foreign affairs." 9
Personal Scope of the Protection
The scope of the protected persons is defined in section 1116 (b) and (c) of the
Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials and Official Guests of the United
States. According to section 1116 (b), for the purpose of this section, "foreign
official" means: (1) a chief of state or the political equivalent, president, prime
minister, ambassador, foreign minister, or other officer of cabinet rank or above
of a foreign government or the chief executive officer of an international
organization, or any person who has previously served in such capacity, and any
member of his family, while in the United States; (2) any person of a foreign
nationality who is duly accredited to the United States as an officer or employee
of a foreign government or international organization, and who is in the United
States on official business, and any member of his family whose presence in the
United States is in connection with the presence of such officer or employee." 60
Pursuant to section 1116 (c)(3), "family" includes (a) a spouse, parent, brother
or sister, child, or person to whom the foreign official stands in loco parentis, or
(b) any other person living in his household and related to the foreign official by
blood or marriage. In (4) "official guest" means "a citizen or national of a
foreign country present in the United States as an official guest of the
government of the United States pursuant to designation as such by the
secretary of State." 61
Under quoted provisions of the Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials and
Official Guests of the United States the scope of persons who are protected by
that Act is very broad. Accordingly the following categories of persons are
entitled to unconditional protection:
1. A chief of state, who is the person occupying under a constitutional law of a
state the highest office in that state. A chief of state may be a monarch, 62 a
president 63 or the collective body, which is represented outside by its president,
"Public Law 92-539, note 1, at 1.
6Old.
"Id., at 1 and 2.
2
Article 62 of the Constitution of Belgium of February 7, 1831, 1 A.J. PEASLEE, CONSTITUTIONS
OF NATIONS 161, The Hague 1956; part II of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Denmark Act of
June 5, 1953, id., at 733; article 36 of the Iranian Constitutional Law of October 8, 1907, 2 id., at
406; article 7 of the Constitution of Japan of November 3, 1946, id., at 512; article I of the Union (of
Great Britain) with Scotland Act, 1706 (6 Anne, c. 11), id., at 538; C. PARRY, supra note 10, at 8.

"Article 118 of the Political Constitution of Republic of Colombia of February 16, 1945, 1 A. J.
PEASLEE, supra note 62, at 556; article 139 of the Constitution of the Republic of Costa Rica of
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like the Supreme Soviet of U.S.S.R.6 4
2. Vice-president, who is the person occupying this office under a constitutional law of that state. For instance, according to article 52 of the Constitution
of the Republic of Korea of July 12, 1948, in case the president is unable to
execute his office for any reason, the vice-president shall act for him."
3. Prime minister, who is the head of the government occupying this office by
66
virtue of a constitutional law of that state.
4. Minister for foreign affairs, who is the regular intermediary between the
state and foreign countries. While his position at home is regulated by
municipal law, in his conduct of affairs vis-a-vis foreign states his position is
67
defined by international law.
5. Any other public official holding at least cabinet rank or its equivalent, in
6
other words, either minister, i.e., member of a government, or vice-premier. 1
6. Ambassador, who is the head of the permanent diplomatic mission, the
head of the permanent mission to an international organization, the head or
member of the special mission, or the head or member of the delegation to an
international conference .69
7. Chief executive officer of a public international organization,70 i.e., the
secretary general of the United Nations, or any regional organizations, like

November 8, 1949, id., at 593; article 49 of the Constitution of the Dominican Republic of January
10, 1947, id., at 754; article 59 of the Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany of March 15,
1955, 2 id., at 40; article 53 of the Constitution of India of November 26, 1949, id., at 234; article 87
of the Constitution of the Republic of Italy of December 22, 1947, id., at 493; article II of the
Constitution of the United States of America of June 21, 1788, 3 id., at 586.
"4Article 57 of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of December 5, 1936, id., at 491; article 35
of the Constitution of the People's Republic of Bulgaria of December 4, 1947, 1 id., at 266; article 20
of the Constitution of the Hungarian People's Republic of August 1949, 2 id., at 188; article 23 of
the Constitution of the Mongol People's Republic of June 30, 1940, id., at 726; article 24 of the
Constitution of the Polish People's Republic of July 22,1952, 3 id., at 191; article 102 of the Federal
Constitution of the Swiss Confederation of May 29, 1874, id., at 350; article 168 of the Constitution
of the Republic of Uruguay of October 26, 1951, id., at 633.
112 A.J. PEASLEE, supra note 62, at 554.
"Article 74 and 75 of the Constitution of India, 2 A. J. PEASLEE, supra note 62, at 239; article 32
of the Polish Constitution, 3 id., at 193; C. PARRY, supra note 10, at 131; H. BEnKERLEY, THE
POWER OF THE PRIME MINISTER 27, New York 1968.
"72 D. ANTOKOLETZ, TRATADO DO IJERECHO INTERNACIONAL PUBLICO 534, Buenos Aires 1951;
2C. CIXNEROS, DERECHO INTERNATIONAL PUBLICO 75, Buenos Aires 1966; C. PARRY, supra note
10, at 155; J. R. SALONGA AND P. L. YAP, PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 251, Manila 1966.
"F. Przetacznik, L'IMMUNITE DE JURIDICTION DES PERSONS PHYSIQUES ETRANGERES DANS LE
CODE POLONAIS DE PROCEDURE CIVILE, 48 REVUE CRITIQUE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVE
643, 1969.
"Article 14 (a) of the Vienna Diplomatic Convention, Doc. A/CONF.20/14/Add.1, at 84; article 8
of the Convention on Special Missions, UNJY, supra note 14, at 127; section 15 of the Headquarters
Agreement between the United States and the United Nations, in H. REIFF, DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSULAR PRIVILEGES, IMMUNITIES, AND PRACTICE 236, Cairo 1954; H. M. Wriston, The Special
Envoy, FOREIGN AFFAIRS 222, 1960.
7
°Section 17 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, H. REIFF,
supra note 69, at 224.
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OAS, 7 or the director general of any specialized agency.7 2
8. Any person who has previously served in such capacity of the mentioned
categories.
9. Members of their families, while in the United States. The specified
categories of persons are protected by the mentioned act, irrespective of their
nationality. If they have the nationality of the United States'they are equally
entitled to the same protection, even if they perform specified functions on
behalf of the United States. 7 3
The following categories of persons are entitled to the protection on condition
that they are: (1) of foreign nationality; (2) duly notified to the United States as
an officer or employee of a foreign government or international organization; (3)
are in the United States on official business:
1. The members of the diplomatic staff of the permanent diplomatic mission,
who under article 1, sub-paragraph d of the Vienna Diplomatic Convention, are
the members of the staff of the mission having diplomatic rank."
2. The members of the administrative and technical staff of the permanent
diplomatic mission, who according to sub-paragraph f of that article, are the
members of the staff of the mission employed in the administrative and
technical service of the mission."
3. The members of the service staff of the permanent diplomatic mission, who
in accordance with sub-paragraph g of that article, are the members of the staff
76
of the mission in the domestic service of the mission.
4. The head of a special mission, if he has not the title of ambassador," who
in pursuance of article 1, sub-paragraph d of the Convention on Special
Missions, is the person charged by the sending state with the duty of acting in
that capacity.7"
5. A representative of the sending state in the special mission (ifhe has not the
title of ambassador), who by virtue of sub-paragraph e of that article is any
person on whom the sending state has conferred that capacity.79
"Article 8 of the Agreement on Privileges and Immunities of the Organization of American
States, May 15, 1949, Pan American Union, General Secretariat, Organization of American States
Documents and Notes on Privileges and Immunities with Special Reference to the Organization of
American States 14, Washington 1968.
"Article 21, paragraph 2, of the Agreement between the Swiss Federal Council and the
International Labour Organisation concerning the Legal Status of the International Labour
Organisation in Switzerland, 13 M. M. WHITEMAN, supra note 9, at 158.
"Public Law 92-539, supra note 1, at 1.
7
Doc. A/CONF.20/14/Add.1, at 82.
75Id.
76Id.
"Cf supra note 69.

7'UNJY, supra note 14, at 126; F. Przetacznik, JuridicalImmunity of the Members of a Special
Mission, 11 INDIAN JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 606, No. 4, 1971; and L'IMMUNITE DE
JURIDICTION CIVILE DES MEMBRES DE LA MISSION SPECIALE, 50 REVUE
INTERNATIONALE, DE SCIENCES DiPLOMATIQUES ET POLITIQUEs 203, No. 3, 1972.
9

DE

DROIT

' UNJY, supra note 14, at 126.
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6. The members of the diplomatic staff of the special mission, who under
sub-paragraph h of that article, are the members of the staff of the special
mission who have diplomatic status for the purposes of the special mission."'
7. The members of the administrative and technical staff of the special
mission, who according to sub-paragraph i of that article, are the members of
the staff of the special mission employed in the administrative and technical
service of the special mission."1
8. The members of the service staff, who under sub-paragraph j of that
article, are the members of the staff of the special mission employed by it as
82
household workers or for similar tasks.
9. A head of consular post, who in conformity with article 1, paragraph 1,
sub-paragraph c of the Vienna Consular Convention, is the person charged with
the duty of acting in that capacity."'
10. A consular officer, who by virtue of sub-paragraph d of that article, is any
person, including the head of a consular post, entrusted in that capacity with the
exercise of consular functions. 4
11. A consular employee, who in pursuance of sub-paragraph e of that article,
is any person employed in the administrative or technical service of a consular
post."
12. The members of the service staff of a consular post, who according to
sub-paragraph f of that article, are persons employed in the domestic service of
a consular post."
13. The diplomatic members of a permanent mission to an international
organization, who are the members of the staff of the mission having diplomatic
status.87
14. The members of the administrative and technical staff of a permanent
mission to an international organization, who are the members of the staff of the
permanent mission employed in the administrative and technical service of the
permanent mission to an international organization."
15. The members of the service staff of a permanent mission to an
international organization, who are the members of the staff of the permanent
mission employed by it as household workers or for similar tasks.89
801d.
'Id.
"Doc. A/CONF.25/16/Add.1, at 179.
841d.
"Id.

a'Id.
"Article 1, sub-paragraphs (e) and (h) of the Draft Articles on Representatives of States to
International Organizations, adopted by the International Law Commission at its Twentieth Session
1968, Doc. a/7209, 2 Y.I.L.C. 196, 1968.
"Id.

8"Id.
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16. The diplomatic members of a delegation, if they have not the title of
ambassador to an international conference, who have diplomatic status for the
purposes of such delegation. 90
17. The members of the administrative and technical staff of the delegation to
an international conference, who are the persons of the staff of such a delegation
employed in the administrative and technical service of a delegation."
18. The officials of the United Nations within the meaning of article v,
sections 17 and 18, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations of 1946.92
19. The officials of the specialized agencies within the meaning of article vi,
section 18, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
Specialized Agencies of 1947. 91
20. The experts on mission for the United Nations within the meaning of
article vi, section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
94
United Nations.
21. The officials of international*regional organizations, like OAS, etc.9"
22. The members of the general service of the staff of public international
organization, mentioned above in 18, 19 and 21, who are the persons employed
in the administrative and technical service of an organization. 96
23. The employees of a foreign government, who are the persons employed in
any of the agencies of the foreign state in the United States, for instance, in the
97
trade missions of the socialist countries, and others like Polish Airlines, etc.
24. The families of the mentioned persons whose presence in the United
States is in connection with the presence of such officer or employee.
25. The official guests of the United States pursuant to designation as such by
the secretary of state. It follows from what has been discussed above that the
scope of the persons protected by the Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials
and Official Guests of the United States is very broad, and it exceeds that
required by international law.

10J. KAUFMAN,

CONFERENCE DIPLOMACY

113, Leyden 1968.

"IF. Przetacznik, supra note 15, at 460.
"1 UNTS 24.

13H.

REIFF,

supra note 69, at 250.

"Id., at 226.
"Article 10 of the Agreement on Privileges and Immunities of the Organization of American
States, supra note 71, at 14; H. REIFF, supra note 69, at 256-267; C. W. JENKS, supra note 16, at
96-101.
"Article II, and Rule 103.2 of Staff Rules, Staff Regulations of the United Nations and Staff
Rules 101.1 to 112.8, ST/SGB/Staff Rules (1) Rev.2, New York 1973, at 11 and 17.
"1G. P. KALYUZHNAYA, LEGAL FoRMs OF SOVIET FOREIGN TRADE MONOPOLY IN THEIR
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT, Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., 1951, D. F. RAMZAITSEV, LEGAL
QUESTIONS OF SOVIET FOREIGN TAnE, Vneshtogizdat 1954; Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.,

Institute of State and Law, International Law 305, Moscow n.d.
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Protection of Property
The Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials and Official Guests of the
United States, as its title might suggest, does not limit itself only to the
protection of specified persons, but it protects also property of foreign
government and international organizations. According to section 970(a)
"Whoever willfully injures, damages, or destroys, or attempts to injure, damage,
or destroy, any property, real or personal, located within the United States and
belonging to or utilized or occupied by any foreign government or international
organization, by a foreign official or guest, shall be fined not more than $10,000,
or imprisoned not more than five years, or both." 8 This provision reflects not
only the general principle of international law concerning the protection of
property of foreign states, but also the rule of that law which is embodied in the
provisions of several international conventions. The principle of inviolability of
the premises of the permanent diplomatic mission and that of the residence of
the diplomatic agent had been generally recognized by the doctrine of
international law99 and by the practice of states.100
The International Law Commission regarded the inviolability of the mission
premises to be an attribute of the sending state. 10 ' The principle of inviolability
of the premises of the permanent diplomatic mission is consecrated in article 14
of the Havana Convention on Diplomatic Officers, and in article 22 of the
Vienna Diplomatic Convention, which stipulates that "(1) The premises of the
mission shall be inviolable .... (2) The receiving state is under a special duty to
take all appropriate steps to protect the premises of the mission against any
intrusion or damage and prevent any disturbance of the peace of the mission or
impairment of its dignity."'' 0 This rule is embodied, in almost identical
formulation, in article 31, paragraph 2, of the Vienna Consular Convention and
in article 25, paragraph 2, of the Convention on Special Missions. 103 It is worthy
to note, in this regard, section 3 of the Convention on Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations, 0 4 section 5 of the Convention on Privileges and
article 3 of the Agreement on
Immunities of the Specialized Agencies,'
"Public Law 92-539, supra note 1, at 3.
"M. Buckley, The Effect of the Diplomatic Privileges Act 1964 in English Law, 42 BRITISH
YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 333, 1966; C.A. Colliard, La Convention de Vienne sur les
Relations Diplomatiques, 7 AN4UAIRE FRANCAIS DE DRorT INTERNATIONAL 25, 1961; F.
Przetacznik, Principes du Droit Diplomatique et Consularie Sovietique Contemporaine, REVUE
BELGE DE DRorT INTERNATIONAL 405, No. 2, 1968; B. SEN, A DIPLOMAT'S HANDBOOK OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND PRAcricE 93, The Hague 1965.
00
1 H.L.S.R., supra note 10, at 50; 7 M. M. WHITEMEN, supra note 9, at 373.

'0 1Doc. A/3859, at 7.
1"'Doc. A/CONF.20/14/Add.1, at 84, LRDCPI, supra note 11, at 421.
103Doc. A/CONF. 25/16/Add.1, at 184, UNJY, supra note 14, at 131.

10'H. REIFF, supra note 69, at 221; H. W. BRIGS, THE LAW OF NATIONS, 794, New York

1952.
101H. REIFF, supra note 69, at 247.
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Privileges and Immunities of the Organization of American States, 0 6 and
section 9(a) of the Headquarters Agreement between the United States and the
United Natios.10 7
The inviolability of international premises is designated, as C. W. Jenks
indicates, "to protect the dignity and freedom of formal deliberations; to
preserve the confidential character of informal consultations which are
constantly in progress on the premises of international institutions; to permit
international officials to discharge their daily duties with complete
independence; and to make effective the inviolability of international
archives." 108 Headquarters and host agreements and agreements relating to the
immunities to be accorded to international premises provide for due diligence in
the exercise of police protection of such premises against external disturbance.
Thus the United Nations Headquarters Agreement with the United States
provides that the United States authorities shall exercise due diligence to ensure
that the tranquility of the United Nations headquarters district is not disturbed
by the unauthorized entry of groups of persons from outside or by disturbances
in its immediate vicinity, and shall cause to be provided on the boundaries of the
United Nations headquarters district such police protection as is required for
these purposes. 0 '
The term inviolability in respect of premises implies that the receiving or host
state has a special duty to take all appropriate steps, including a special guard,
to protect the premises of a permanent diplomatic mission, of a consular post, of
a permanent mission to an international organization, of a special mission and
of an international public organization from being entered into or damaged by
private persons and to prevent any disturbance or breach of peace in front of
premises. The government of the receiving or host state, as stressed by B. Sen,
"is thus under a duty to adopt special measures over and above those it takes to
discharge its general duty of ensuring order." 11 The fact that the premises
themselves remain inviolate does not sufficiently fulfill the obligation to respect
their inviolability if their accessibility or amenities are seriously interfered with
by occurrences in their immediate vicinity. The premises under article 1,
sub-paragraph i of the Vienna Diplomatic Convention are deemed to include all
buildings, appurtenances, garden and the car park.' 1 I
As regards the protection of premises of the diplomatic missions and consular
posts it is noteworthy that the Congress of the United States approved on
February 15, 1938, a joint resolution which made it unlawful, within five
' 6Supra note 71, at 8.
10 1H. W. BRIGGS, supra note 104, at 798.
"C. W. JENKS, supra note 16, at 46.
10'H. REIFF, supra note 69, at 237.
11B. S N, supra note 99, at 93.
"'Doc. A/CONF.20/14/Add.1, at 82.
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hundred feet of an embassy, legation, or consulate in the District of Columbia to
display any flag, banner, placard, or device designed or adapted to intimidate,
coerce, harass, or bring into public disrepute its political, social, or economic
acts or views, or to intimidate, coerce, harass, or bring into public disrepute any
diplomatic or consular representatives, or to congregate within five hundred feet
of any embassy, legation, or consulate and refuse to disperse after being ordered
to do so by the police authorities of the district.'1 2 The purpose of the resolution,
as stated by Senator Pittman in presenting it to the Congress, was "to protect
foreign diplomats in their embassies and legations from harassment and
annoyance which would bring into odium the countries they represent, and
which would nullify the inviolability of ambassadors and ministers as they are
protected in every country throughout the world."' 13
The adoption of this resolution was the recognition of this obligation which
induced Secretary of State C. Hull, in urging prompt passage of the resolution,
to state "If we are to obtain for our representatives in foreign countries that
degree of protection to which they are entitled, we should be in position to show
a like consideration for representatives of other governments in this country....
By the comity of nations, representatives of foreign governments... are entitled
to freedom from any attempted intimidation or coercion."" ' 4 It should be
pointed out that international law requires every government to take all
reasonable precautions to prevent the doing of things which the resolution
makes unlawful. Since the premises of the diplomatic mission and the residence
of the diplomatic agent ought to be safe from all violation and outrage, being
under the particular protection of the international law, and such kind of
offense, as indicated by E. de Vattel, "is a crime both against the state sending
F.P. and against all other nations." " I This rule-as Justice C. J. Groner held in
the case of Frend et al. v. United States in 1938-"arises out of the necessity of
6
the protection of nations in their intercourse with each other.""
The Supreme Court of the United States had, in the case of United States
v. Hand,expressed the view that an attack upon the house of a diplomatic agent
is equivalent to an attack upon his person." '7 This idea has been reflected in
article 14 of the Havana Convention on Diplomatic Officers and in the
commentary of the International Law Commission to article 28 of its Draft
Articles on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities, adopted at its Tenth
Session in 1958, where the commission stated that the inviolability of the private
residence of the diplomatic agent arises from that attaching to his person."8
'"AD (1938-1940), at 414.
"81 Cong. Rec., part 8, at 8586.
"'Id., at 8593.

"'E. DE

VATTELL,

supra note 4, at 494.

1'AD (1938-1940), at 415.
1 76 J. B. MOORE, A DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAw 62, Washington 1906.
"'Doc. A/3859, at 20; LRDCPI, supra note 11, at 421.
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The Vienna Conference on the Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities has
adopted the concept of the International Law Commission and article 30,
paragraph 1, of the Vienna Diplomatic Convention, which has been approved in
the formulation prepared by the International Law Commission, provides that
"The private residence of a diplomatic agent shall enjoy the same inviolability
and protection as the premises of the mission." t ' The same rule is stated in
2
article 30, paragraph 1, of the Convention on Special Missions.
As with regard to the premises of the permanent diplomatic mission and of
the special mission, the receiving state has the special duty to protect the private
residence of the diplomatic agent and the private accommodation of the
diplomatic member of the special mission. This duty of the protection means
that the receiving state must ensure by taking such appropriate steps as may be
necessary to prevent damage or any intrusion into the private residence or the
private accommodation. In any case no person can be permitted to enter the
premises of the mission, of the private residence and of the private
accommodation or to cause damage to their building. As soon as the
government of the receiving state comes to know of the probability of a
demonstration taking place, it would be its duty, as indicated by B. Sen, "to post
police constables outside and in vicinity of the mission" 1 1 and at the private
residence of the diplomatic agent to ensure that the demonstration remains
within certain bounds. If, despite reasonable precautions undertaken by the
government of the receiving state to protect the premises of the mission and the
private residence, these were violated, the receiving state has the duty to punish
adequately the perpetrators. If the receiving state fails to pursue and punish the
122
perpetrators of such offenses, it bears international responsibility.
Objective Scope of Punishable Acts
As regards the objective scope of punishable acts against internationally
protected persons the Convention to Prevent and Punish the Acts of Terrorism
taking the Form of Crimes against Persons and Related Extortion that are of
International Significance enumerates the following acts: "kidnapping,"
"murder" and "other assaults against the life or personal integrity."' 23 The
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment speaks about "a murder,
kidnapping or other attack upon the person or liberty of an internationally
protected person," "a violent attack upon the official premises or the private
accommodation of an internationally protected person likely to endanger his
"'Doc. A/CONF.20/14/Add.1, at 85.
11
°UNJY, supra note 14, at 132.
21

B. SEN,

1

supra note 99, at 98.

F. Przetacznik, supra note 34, at 807.
Ex. Rept. 92-D, at 9.

23
1
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person or liberty," "a threat to commit any such attack," "an attempt to
commit any such attack" and "participation as an accomplice in any such
attack." 124 The Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials and Official Guests of
the United States belongs to this group of legislation12 which define concrete
acts that constitute violation of personal inviolability of internationally
protected persons.
It should be noted that previous section 112 of the United States Code
enumerates, in this regard, the following acts: assaults, attacks, injuries,
imprisonment and violence. 12' The discussed act extended considerably the
scope of punishable acts against the persons in question, specifying not only acts
directed against such persons, themselves, but also acts directed indirectly
against them. As far as acts directed directly against internationally protected
persons are concerned, this Act specifies the following: assault, attack, injury,
imprisonment, violence, intimidation, coercion, threat, harassment, murder,
manslaughter, conspiracy to murder, kidnapping, and in particular in forms
like seizure, confinement, seduction, abduction, transportation interstate or
into foreign country, holding for ransom or reward. 27 Acts directed indirectly
against such persons for the purpose of intimidating, coercing, threatening, or
harassing them in the performance of their duties, consist in parading,
picketing, displaying any flag, banner, sign, placard, or device, or uttering any
word, phrase, sound, or noise within one hundred feet of any building or
premises belonging to or used or occupied by foreign government or by a foreign
official for diplomatic or consular purposes, or as mission to an international
organization, or as a residence of a foreign national, or belonging to or used or
occupied by an international organization for official business or residential
purposes.121
As regards the scope of the punishable acts against internationally protected
persons it must be stressed that now that the domestic legislation of the United
States is the only legislation in the whole world, which in detailed and exhaustive
manner defines the acts constituting violation of the inviolability of the persons
in question and provides for appropriate punishment for those acts. The Act for
the Protection of Foreign Officials and Official Guests of the United States
specifies also the punishable acts against property of foreign governments and
international organizations. As has been indicated earlier, section 970 (a)
enumerates, in this regard, the following acts: willful injury, damage,
destruction of property of foreign government or international organization or

"'Doc. A/RES/3166, supra note 26, at 4.
"'his question is discussed in the author's article, supra note 7, at 283.
'618 U.S.C. § 112, as enacted by the Congress August 27, 1964, Stat. 610.
"TPublic Law 92-539, supra note 1, at 3.
12id
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attempt to commit any of the mentioned acts. 129 This provision reflects the duty
of the receiving state arising from article 22 and 30 of the Vienna Diplomatic
Convention, article 31 of the Vienna Consular Convention, article 25 and 30 of
the Convention on Special Missions, section 3 of the Convention on Privileges
and Immunities of the United Nations, section 5 of the Convention on Privileges
and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies, and article 3 of the Agreement on
Privileges and Immunities of the Organization of American States.' 30
Extent of Penalties
The provisions of municipal legislations of particular states vary as to the
determination of penalties for offenses committed against officials of foreign
states.' 3' The authors of the Harvard Draft Convention on Diplomatic Privileges
and Immunities have written in their comment to its article 17 that "A survey of
national legislation fails to reveal evidence of the general recognition of a legal
obligation to establish specially severe penalties for offenses against diplomatic
'
Forty years later, however, the International Law Commission
officers." 132
proposed in article 2, paragraph 2 of its Draft Articles on the Prevention and
Punishment of Crimes against Diplomatic Agents and Other Internationally
Protected Persons that states should make the specified crimes against
internationally protected persons punishable by severe penalties.133 The
corresponding provision is also contained in article 7 of the above mentioned
working paper, prepared by R. D. Kearney which suggested that "Each party
undertakes to make the international crimes described in article 1 (murder,
kidnapping, inflicting grievous bodily harm, extortion, attempt to commit 1 or34
participation in any of the mentioned acts) punishable by severe penalties."
As regards penalties for offenses committed against internationally protected
persons, the discussed Act expresses the principle contained in article 2,
paragraph 2 of the mentioned Draft of the International Law Commission.
Thus, under section 1116(a) of that act the murder or manslaughter of foreign
officials or official guests shall be sentenced to imprisonment for life. By virtue
of its section 1117 a conspiracy to murder such a person shall be punished by
imprisonment for any term of years or life. According to section 1201(c) a
conspiracy to kidnap such a person is punishable by the same penalties. In
accordance with section 112(a) of the discussed act an assault, attack, injury,
imprisonment, or violence to a foreign official or official guest shall be fined not
12Id.
"I'Doc. A/CONF.20/14/Add.1, at 84; Doc. A/CONF.25/16/Add.1, at 184; UNJY, supra note 14,
at 131; H. W. BioGS, supra note 104, at 794; H. REIFF, supra note 69, at 247; supra note 71, at 8.
"IF. Przetacznik, supra note 7, at 284.
'1"H.L.S.R., supra note 10, at 94.
... Report, supra note 23, at 94.
'I4Supra note 24, at 83.
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more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. But the
commission of any such act by using a deadly or dangerous weapon shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $10,000, or imprisonment for not more
than ten years, or both. 3 5 It should be observed that section 112(a) reproduces,
with the drafting changes, previous section 112 of the United States Code. 36 In
pursuance of section 112(b) of that Act willful intimidation, coercion, threat, or
harassment of a foreign official or an official guest or obstruction of a foreign
official in performance of his duties, shall be punished by a fine of not more
than $5,000, or imprisonment for not more than six months or both.
Under 112(c) a person, who within the United States but outside the District
of Columbia and within one hundred feet of any building or premises belonging
to or used or occupied by a foreign government or by a foreign official for
diplomatic or consular purposes, or as a mission to an international
organization, or as a residence of a foreign official, or belonging to or used or
occupied by an international organization for official business or residential
purposes, publicly: (1) parades, pickets, displays any flag, banner, sign, placard,
or device, or utters any word, phrase, sound, or noise, for the purpose of
intimidating, coercing, threatening, or harassing any foreign official or
obstructing him in performance of his duties, or (2) congregates with two or
more other persons with the intent to perform any of the aforesaid acts or to
violate subsection (a) or (b) of this section, shall be fined not more than $500, or
imprisoned not more than six months, or both. 3 ' As has been indicated earlier,
the act under discussion provides appropriate penalties for offenses against
property occupied by foreign governments or international organizations.'
It
follows from what has been discussed above that the Act for the Protection of
Foreign Officials and Official Guests of the United States provides severe
penalties for offenses committed against internationally protected persons.
The general conclusion to be drawn from the considerations set out in this
study is that the Act for the Protection of Foreign Officials and Official Guests
of the United States expresses the principles of international law concerning the
protection of the officials of foreign states and international organizations. The
purpose of this act is to protect foreign officials and official guests as well as
their families from specified acts by providing the deterrent of punishment for
the perpetrators guilty of the violation of their inviolability. It is doubtless true
that the existence of the provisions of the discussed act providing severe
penalties for the offenses against specified persons will certainly facilitate the
fulfilment by the United States of the duty to protect officials of foreign states
'Public Law 92-539, supra note 1, at 1-3.
U.S.C. § 112, Stat. 610; Public Law 92-539, supra note 1, at 3.
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and international organizations. A major provision of the discussed act makes
the commission of the specified acts against foreign officials and official guests
of the United States a federal offense. Whereas the prime responsibility to
investigate, prosecute and punish common crimes such as murder, kidnapping
and assault remains in the several states, this act extended to the United States
jurisdiction, concurrent with that of states, to proceed against those acts
committed against foreign officials and official guests of the United States
which interfere with its conduct of foreign affairs. Thus provisions of the act in
question for increased protection of officials of foreign states and international
organizations as well as their families will permit discharge by the United States
of its duties as a receiving and host state.
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